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THE FUTURE OF DRONES: TECHNOLOGIES, APPLICATIONS, RISKS AND ETHICS: 
UAS@LU 
 
Application for a two-year extension of collaboration project. 
 
Main applicants:  
Johan Bergström, Lund University School of Aviation 
Nicoló Dell’Unto, Institute of Archaeology and Ancient History 

Background and motivation 
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are today considered a ‘disruptive technology’ which affects the way 
in which we address a variety of societal challenges, including agriculture and forest analysis, 
identifying property boundaries, surveying construction sites or corridors for roads and railroads, 
stockpile volume calculations, flooding and coastal erosion assessments, building information 
management, Search-And-Rescue, radiation detection, disaster planning and handling, surveys in 
remote or undeveloped areas, the delivery of goods, etc. The possibilities of digitalisation and 
technology development address societal challenges such as making societal sectors and domains more 
ecosystem friendly, efficient and competitive. This project will continue to work to connect academic 
actors with external stakeholders in their efforts to use UAS to identify and address such societal 
challenges. The project will also continue to study potential (unintended) consequences of such 
applications in terms of risks and ethical questions and also support internal as well as external 
stakeholders in their efforts to be compliant with the recently enacted European regulatory framework 
for UAS. 

In the last three years the collaboration project UAV@LU has served as an important opportunity 
to develop and combine cross-disciplinary research activities in several, for Lund University, strategic 
fields (see self-evaluation for more details). In doing so, the problem and opportunity of ‘system 
autonomy’ has been identified as a boundary problem shared by most actors in the collaboration 
network. Hence, increased system autonomy will be given a specific focus in the collaboration over the 
coming two years. Another additional challenge which has emerged just recently is how to adapt 
organisations (including Lund University) in order to be compliant with the recently enacted European 
regulatory frameworks for UAS.  

In order to mark the increased focus on drone systems (rather than simply the drones themselves) 
the collaboration project will change its name from UAV@LU to UAS@LU. 

New questions for the continuation project 
For the last three years, the project has strengthened the capacity within Lund University to address 
societal needs within a variety of sectors by establishing an interdisciplinary platform for the 
development and application of autonomous UAS. In the coming two years we will continue to work 
with the originally defined questions. However, over the course of the project, the following new 
questions have been raised; questions which will be the focus for the coming two years of the project: 
 
How can UAS applications become more efficient and less dependent on continuous human-
machine-interaction (an active pilot) by increasing system automation?  
This additional question is key to UAS becoming implemented widely in several societal sectors. For 
sectors such as agriculture, infrastructure surveillance or the delivery of goods, it is simply not efficient 
(or affordable) to have every single UAS mission to be planned, piloted and post-processed by a human 
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actor/operator. In order for UAS to really become implemented and widely used to address the identified 
(and not yet identified) societal challenges system autonomy is key and an important focus of the 
collaboration project moving forward. 
 
How can internal and external actors be supported in their efforts to comply with the new European 
regulatory frameworks?  
A new European regulatory framework for UAS operations was enacted in January 2021. While all 
drone operators in our network knew that this was coming, the actual implementation has led to a 
standstill of much UAS operations in Sweden; with an inability to conduct the kinds of UAS operations 
that actors previously did before receiving new certifications and permits within the new framework. 
Here Lund University, with its integrated Lund University School of Avitaion (LUSA) from where the 
project is coordinated, can serve as a link between operators (internal and external) and the Swedish 
CAA (Transportstyrelsen) which is the agency certifying and monitoring drone operators. Through the 
forming and certification of an Authorised Drone School (ADS) Lund University can also provide 
necessary education to internal and external partners. 

Project description 
The project is coordinated by two project coordinators (the main applicants) and continuously managed 
by a steering committee with representatives from three LU faculties (LTH, Science, Humanities and 
Theology). The steering committee meets at least monthly and consists of the leaders for each WT as 
well as the project communicator. In order to ensure the project’s outreach and communication, both 
internally at LU but mainly externally with other partners, a communicator is also assigned part-time to 
the project.  

The core activity of the project over the past three years have been the organization of six working 
themes (WT). While the plan was for each WT to organise its own collaboration activities, the actual 
activities rather turned out to be performed in collaboration and interactions between WTs. Since we 
consider this a strength; for the coming two years we will focus on conducting activities spanning over 
thematic boundaries. 

Up until now, one WT has been labelled “Drones for addressing societal challenges” which has 
been a theme dedicated to the identification of societal challenges. We now believe that our network 
has a good grasp of societal challenges, and also consists of actors with the ability to identify which 
additional societal challenges which could be addressed using UAS. Hence, this will not be a specific 
WT for the coming two years. Moving forward, the WT focusing on system autonomy will in the 
coming two years be a theme overlapping all other themes and a main challenge to be addressed in the 
years to come. All themes have been developed and modified based on the lessons learned, new 
challenges and additional regulatory frameworks introduced over the last three years. The figure below 
shows an outline for overlapping WTs over the coming two years and is followed by a description of 
all WTs. 
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UAS autonomy 
As stated above, system autonomy has become almost a boundary object and a challenge shared by all 
actors involved in the project. This is also a central theme in a separate research application developed 
by the project consortium, as well as in ongoing research into autonomous measurement and analysis 
of radiation and applications in process on future Search-And-Rescue systems. System autonomy 
includes automatic flight but also autonomous data collection and analysis. At Lund University, the 
Robotics Laboratory is involved in such research which will be a key aspect of this suggested 
collaboration project. The Robotics lab contributes to the development and testing of algorithms for 
formation flying, mission path planning, and sensor fusion. WT leader: Rolf Johansson 

Camera and sensor data analysis in 2D and 3D 
Lightweight cameras and sensors, ranging from simple commercial cameras to multispectral, thermal, 
and laser sensors, enable collection of a variety of spatial data for creating maps in 2D and 3D. 
Development of applications and processing methodologies that serve both researchers and a wider user 
community is an ongoing task that benefits from broad collaborations between sectoral users, applied 
scientists, and experts on data processing and engineering. Image analysis of drone data by machine 
learning is an emerging field with great potential in several application areas e.g. precision agriculture, 
archaeology, and precision forestry. Furthermore, drones allow specialists to collect significant amounts 
of data that can be transformed into three-dimensional information useful for different purposes. The 
Network will develop novel applications and define guidelines to develop a 3D-informed approach to 
the analysis of drone-derived datasets and will outline potentials and limitations of different acquiring 
techniques. WT Leader: Lars Eklundh 
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Computing.  
Drones have the capacity to acquire a huge amount of high resolute data in very short time, which, in 
order to be used, need to be analysed and processed rapidly. The high demand of computational 
resources needed to handle these data currently represent obstacles for the development of new research 
activities. By involving the Centre for Scientific and Technical Computing (LUNARC), at Lund 
university a discussion concerning the development of customized High Performance Computing 
facilities for drones will be defined. In specific by defining strategic datasets of information capable of 
serving a huge number of disciplines, the network will identify guidelines and needs for the future 
construction of dedicated high computational resources. WT Leader: Nicoló Dell’Unto. 

Legal and ethical aspects.  
This WT is re-shaped to accommodate the second new question to address in the continuation project. 
The new European regulatory framework has posed great challenges to current (and future) drone 
operators who are now in the need for support and training. Through Lund LUSA, Lund University has 
a unique expertise into the regulatory frameworks surrounding drone operations as well as a soon 
certified Authorised Drone School (ADS) with a future permit to educate towards all certification levels 
in the regulatory framework (Open, Specific and Certified). An additional challenge is that Lund 
University, under the new regulatory framework, will be considered as one operator with the need to 
form a centralised organisation for UAS operations including an organisational structure of so-called 
nominated persons, operation manuals, incident reporting system, competence requirements for 
individual operators, etc. This internal challenge will also be addressed in this WT. The collaboration 
platform will also continue to establish forums for asking questions related to the potential (intended 
and unintended) ethical consequences of the development which it is part of driving. WT Leader: Rikard 
Tyllström 

The future of flying.  
The future of flying should here be understood in the broadest context that encompasses the multiplicity 
of aspects of UAS evolution. One aspect is the technical performance of the UAS. This includes 
aerodynamic efficiency stability as well as the propulsion and energy system of the drone (electrical 
motors, solar cells, batteries, hybrid solutions etc.). Additionally, development of new materials that 
influence innovative designs for morphing wings and ornithopter applications (“flapping wings”) which 
gives strong coupling to animal flight studies. Within the aviation ecosystem, UASs have the potential 
to introduce a diverse range of aerial activities. A significant aspect is connected to public acceptance. 
As the applications of drones emerges to provide new services for society, so the potential for intrusion 
into both rural and urban landscapes so new sound sources are introduced into the environment. Public 
perception of these especially around noise annoyance and intrusion are matters that need to be 
considered. We include the technical design of drones as well as drone operation patterns within this 
work task, since these subjects will in future have an even stronger coupling than today. Hence, this 
topic provides a broad area for multi-disciplinary studies with the future design and operation of UASs 
in focus just as much as societal needs and benefits from the potential of UAS applications. WT Leader: 
Johan Revstedt 

Planned activities 
While the project in the past two years applied with the promise on organising workshops and 
symposiums, we have seen that the most successful collaborations have been established following 
more bi-lateral discussions between LU researchers and external stakeholders. Since the past three years 
have allowed for an increased knowledge of the internal network of researchers at LU the coming two 
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years will harness and build on the strategy of more bilateral development of research ideas in 
collaboration with only a few external partners at a time.  

Bilateral development of research strategies and projects.  
As stated above, this strategy has been a success in the last three years of collaboration. The impact case 
described in our self-evaluation of the original collaboration project is an example of how the UAS@LU 
network is able to identify researchers (in nuclear physics, system autonomy and aeronautical sciences) 
with a combined ability to address a complex problem (autonomous measurement of radiation in 
confined indoor environments) to engage in a dialogue with a few external partners (ESS, Barsebäck 
and CERN) representing the challenge to be addressed. We believe that this kind of organised bilateral 
dialogues between a few LU research groups and a few external partners will continue to be a fruitful 
method of working. 

Workshops 
UAS@LU will continue to be dedicated to arranging thematic workshops. While the original 
application for the collaboration project defined these workshops to be thematic within a particular WT, 
we now believe that the way forward is to rather thematise them according to particular societal 
challenges. UAS@LU will organise at least four annual workshops. UAS@LU will also, based on a 
model used by other collaboration projects, organise open sessions (online or in person) in which 
external partners can connect with LU researchers to discuss any questions that they might have related 
to the application or use of UAS platforms for their particular fields of interest.  

Communication 
The project will continue to assign a designated communicator to ensure ongoing and active 
communication activities. The project’s outreach will take place mainly through the development and 
continuous maintenance of a website (www.uav.lu.se, soon to be transferred to www.uas.lu.se). The 
website ensures internal as well as external communication. The project is also visible on Twitter 
(@UAV_LU) and maintains an email list to all involved (internal and external) partners. 

Education 
A need which was identified during the past three years of collaboration was educating future subject 
matter experts in various scientific fields to also acquire competences in UAS. During 2020 the steering 
committee collaboratively developed a suggested course programme and a course on drone technologies 
and applications (FLYF20, 7,5 ECTS) was eventually approved by the LTH education board. The 
course will be given as an elective course to engineering for the first time in the autumn semester 2021. 
The intention moving forward is to also develop a follow-up course as well as setting up paralell course 
codes at other faculties involved in UAS@LU. 

Access to testbeds 
Ultimately, project participants should come together to test and apply technologies and solutions using 
one or several of the projects assigned testbeds. The testbeds are represented as internal or external 
actors and the project coordinators will work in close collaboration with the testbed representatives to 
make sure that they are available for both the internal and external project partners to use.  

Organisation of LU as a drone operator.  
This is a necessary requirement to make LU research groups comply with the recently enacted European 
regulatory framework for UAS activities. The aim is to set up an organisational structure with LUSA 
as an organisational node to facilitate regulatory compliance for all research groups intending to use 
UAS technology in their research. 
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Project participants and resources 
LU researchers 
The table below lists the LU departments which are participating in the project. Please note that even 
though only one ‘point of contact’ is given, each department might be represented by several faculty 
members. As the collaboration project continues, five faculties are now represented among the 
participants. 
 

LU Faculty LU department Point of contact Title Department expertise 

Faculty of 
Engineering, 
LTH 

Lund University 
School of Aviation 

Johan Bergström Docent, senior 
lecturer, project 
coordinator 

Risk/Safety, Aviation 

Automatic Control Rolf Johansson Professor Control, Robotics, Automation, 
Autonomous systems 

Electrical and 
Information 
Technology 

Fredrik Tufvesson Professor channel modelling, wireless 
communication 

Nuclear Physics Erik Swietlicki Professor, vice 
Dean 

Meteorology and Atmospheric 
Sciences, Climate Research, 
Environmental Sciences 

Engineering Geology Peter Jonsson Lecturer Geotechnical, Geophysical, Ocean 
and River Engineering 

Energy Sciences Magnus Genrup Professor, Head 
of Department 

Thermal power engineering 

Immunotechnology Aakash Chawade Researcher wheat bioinformatics, disease 
resistance mechanisms 

Water Resources 
Engineering 

Hans Hanson Professor, head 
of division 

Coastal Processes, Coastal 
Engineering, Sea Level Rise 

Fluid Mechanics Johan Revstedt Professor Aerodynamics, principles of flight 

Transport and Roads Andras Varhelyi Professor Road Traffic Safety, Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems 

VR Lab Günter Alce PhD Drone operator interfaces, human-
machine-interaction. 

Communications 
Engineering 

Anders J Johansson  Senior Lecturer Communication Systems, 
Telecommunications, Accelerator 
Physics and Instrumentation 

Faculty of 
Sciences 

Physical Geography 
and Ecosystems 
Science 

Lars Eklundh  Professor Remote sensing, spectral data 
analysis, image processing, GIS 

Centre for 
Mathematics 
Sciences 

Anders Heyden Professor digital image analysis and computer 
vision 

LUNARC Jonas Lindemann Director Computing, Parallel processing 
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Biology Eric Warrant Professor Animal sensory systems, animal 
navigation 

Nuclear Physics Emil Rofors PhD UAS for detection sources of 
radiation. 

Centre for 
Environment and 
Science 

Natascha Kljun Professor Drone remote sensing for carbon 
estimation 

Humanities 
and Theology 

Institute of 
Archaeology and 
Ancient History 

Nicoló Dell’Unto Docent, Senior 
Lecturer, project 
coordinator 

Cultural Heritage, Landscape studies, 
3D GIS, spatial analysis, remote 
sensing. 

 Humlab Diederick C 
Niehorster 

PhD Drone operator interfaces, noise 
estimation and abatement  

Social Sciences Human Geography Ola Hall Associate 
Professor 

GIS, Spatial analysis 

Medicine Medical Radiation 
Physics 

Christopher Rääf Professor Radiation measurements, disaster 
response 

 

External participants 

The following external partners are participating in-, and contributing to, the project. Their role in the 
project is further outlined in the letters of intent appended the application. Throughout the project we 
will continue to expand the network of external partners. 
 
Air Traffic Services and Testbed Ljungbyhed 
Luftfartsverket, ACR, Ljungbyhed Air 
 
Universities 
University of Southern Carlifornia, University of Copenhagen, University of Siena 
 
Search-And-Rescue and emergency services 
Swedish Maritime Administration, Swedish Sea Rescue Society (SSRS), Swedish Police Authority. 
 
Archaeology 
Sydsvensk Arkeologi, Blekinge Museum 
 
Agriculture and forestry 
Nordplant, HIR Skåne, SLU, Katam 
 
Infrastructure 
Nordic Infracenter 
 
Radiation measurement 
European Spallation Source (ESS) 
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Infrastructure resources 

Five infrastructure resources form testbeds for the project to use for development and testing of 
technologies and solutions.  
 
Testbed Ljungbyhed 
The Lund University facilities at Ljungbyhed Airport will continue to serve as an important node and 
testbed for the research platform including drone equipment and a large airspace. Over the past years 
investments have been made to establish testbed Ljungbyhed as a central research infrastructure with 
staff, equipment and facilities (the UAS Lab). Equipment have been purchased, using funding from the 
collaboration project as well as the infrastructure funding, based on the needs of the collaboration 
project partners and now includes highly capable drones and sensors all available for collaboration 
project partners. Further, the airspace of Ljungbyhed airport gives the possibility to, in a controlled 
airspace, to operate drones up to an altitude of 2000 meters all the way to the coast of Ängelholm. This 
will open up great opportunities to experiment with flying out of the line-of-sight in a controlled 
airspace environment. In order to establish Ljungbyhed Airport as a testbed, external actors such as 
Ljungbyhed Air (a business community working in the interest of the airport) and ACR (the company 
providing air traffic control to the airspace of Ljungbyhed) are important collaborators who are giving 
their active support to this collaboration platform. 

Testbed Ljungbyhed and the LUSA UAS Lab are also striving to become members of LTH Open 
Door; a collaboration arena seeking to make LTH lab facilities available to external stakeholders. 
 
The SITES Spectral Thematic Centre and NordSpec measurements 
These activities include drones, personnel, soft- and hardware resources for processing of drone 
data. SITES Spectral Thematic Centre is a LU-led five-year commission to manage data from drones, 
satellites, and spectral instruments for field stations across Sweden included in the Swedish National 
Infrastructure for Ecosystem Science, SITES (http://www.fieldsites.se). This activity evolved from 
the NordSpec project (https://nordspec.nateko.lu.se/) which was based on an infrastructure grant from 
N-faculty. It is hosted by the Dept. of Physical Geography and Ecosystem Science (PI Lars Eklundh). 
Strong synergies regarding environmental data collection exist with activities at the international 
infrastructures ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation System) and the Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases 
Research Infrastructure (ACTRIS), both with strong involvement and data collection by Lund 
University. 
 
LUNARC 
For computational purposes of vast image data sets, computational power is imperative. LUNARC 
provides access to the Aurora cluster; consisting of 260 compute nodes for use by research groups at 
Lund University. Software for parallel processing has recently been installed for efficient UAV image 
processing. The system can also be accessed through terminal as well as from the LUNARC HPC 
Desktop service, which supports access to hardware accelerated visualisaton tools. 
 
The Robotics Lab 
The Lund University Robotics Laboratory is co-owned by Dept. Automatic Control and Dept. 
Computer Science and is centred around industrial manipulators with open control system architectures. 
The Robotics Lab is currently involved in research on autonomous drone technology and will offer an 
infrastructure for the development and testing of algorithms for indoor flight, formation flying, mission 
path planning, and sensor fusion.  
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Appendices  
Appendix A: Budget 
Appendix B: CVs 
Appendix D: LOIs 
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Appendix A: Budget 
 
  2021 2022 2023 Total 
Communication and admin 81000 165000 84000 330000 
LU as UAS operator 81000 165000 84000 330000 
Workshops and seminars 50000 110000 70000 230000 
Testing technologies and applications 60000 100000 35000 195000 
Direct costs 272000 540000 273000 1085000 
Indirect premises costs (11,8%)  32096 63720 32214 128030 
Indirect costs (17%) 46240 91800 46410 184450 
Total cost 350336 695520 351624 1397480 

 
Budget motivation 
The budget includes two salary posts intended to facilitate project administration and communication 
(20% of a full-time equivalent) as well as a, for the continuation project, new post dedicated to setting 
up and maintaining the LU drone operator-organisation (also 20% of a full-time equivalent). The new 
regulatory framework puts the requirement on LU that all LU UAS-activities are to be organised under 
one and the same registered ‘drone operator’. This will be facilitated and coordinated from the Lund 
University School of Aviation.  
 
The project will continue to focus on the organisation of workshops and bilateral dialogues/seminars 
with external partners and specific funds are dedicated for these purposes. 
 
The project will continue to dedicate funding to testing UAS technologies and applications; activities 
which have been considered very successful during the first three years of the project. 
 
The two project coordinators, as well as all WT leaders, will contribute to the project in kind. It is 
estimated that the contributions of the project coordinators and the WT leaders combined equals one 
full-time equivalent.  
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Curriculum Vitae, Nicoló Dell’Unto 
Contact information 
Nicoló Dell’Unto (19780627-6197), Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, Lund 
University, Helgonavägen 3, 223 62 Lund, Phone: 046-2223186, Email: 
nicolo.dellunto@ark.lu.se 

Higher education 
-Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), Technology and Management in Cultural Heritage, IMT 
School for Advanced Studies Lucca, Italy “Metodologie Digitali integrate per la creazione, lo 
sviluppo e lacrescita di comunitá virtuali dedicate all’archeologia”. Supervisor: Prof. 
Maurizio Forte. 2008 
-Bachelor and Master Degree in Archaeology at the University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy, 
2003  
 
Prizes and awards 
-Einar Hansen prize (2017), for outstanding achievements in humanities  
-Highly Cited Research (2017) in Journal of Cultural Heritage. 
-Best Paper Award in the category senior researchers, (2014) international conference “From 
Space to Place”, Duke University, Duran, North Carolina, USA, 13-15 October 2014. 
-Lunds Studenkårs Pedagogiska pris, VT 2013 

Postdoctoral positions 
-2009-10-12/2009-12-31 Research Fellow at Humanistlaboratoriet, Lund University, Lund 
Sweden  
-2009-10-01/2010-01-31 Research Fellow at the Department of Design Science, LTH, Lund, 
Sweden  
-2008-03-13/2009-05-25 Research Fellow in the University of California Merced, School of 
Social Sciences, Humanities and Arts, USA Qualification required for appointments as a 
docent 

Positions 
Associate Professor in archaeology (Docent), Department of Archaeology and Ancient 
History, Lund University, Sweden (2015-present),  
Senior Lecturer in archaeology, Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, Lund 
University, Sweden (2014-2015), 
Associate Senior Lecturer (Assistant professor), Department of Archaeology and Ancient 
History, Lund University, Sweden (2010-2014), 
Lecturer in digital heritage (50%) researcher (50%), Department of World Heritage, 
University of California, Merced, California, USA (2008- 2009) 
Lecturer in 3D modelling in Archaeology University of Siena, Italy (2005) 

Supervision 
Greer Jarrett, main supervisor 2024 (estimated) 

Paola Derudas, main supervisor 2023 (estimated) 

Valentina Vassallo main supervisor 2021 (estimated) 

Helene Wilhelmson co-supervisor (2017). 
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Pedagogical training 
-Learning and Teaching in higher Education - Continuation, Spring 2013 [three weeks]. 
-Learning and Teaching in higher Education - Introduction, Spring 2012 [two weeks]. 
-Education for PhD supervisors, Spring 2017 [two weeks]. 

Scientific output 
No. of peer reviewed original research articles: 51 
Bibliometric data (Google Scholar); Cited 744 times, h-index: 13, i10-index:15 

Assignments as referee 
I am frequently assigned as a referee for e.g. Digital Archaeology, 3D acquisition methods, 
GIS in Archaeology, Virtual Archaeology, Landscape Archaeology, Archaeological theory 
and Methods, 3D visualization.  

Leadership positions within academia 
-Scientific coordinator/Director of the Digital Archaeology Laboratory (DARKLab), Swedish 
national infrastructure based at Lund University, https://www.darklab.lu.se/. (present) 

Current grants from other funders 
Interdisciplinary research projects where I have been a  main or co-applicant leading to 
success are listed below for the last five years.  
 

BItFROST- Bridging Research Across Heritage Studies, KHM, University of Oslo UiO, 
2021-2022, Project Leader, 

DIAD: Digital Integration Across Disciplines: Advancing Cultural Heritage 
Documentation, HT Faculty, Lund University, 2021-2022, Project Leader. 

Artificial Intelligence and Landscape Analysis; Expanding Methods and Challenging 
Paradigms, Crafoord Foundation and LMK-stiftelse 2020-2022, Project Leader, 

Dynamic collections, Thora Ohlssons stiftelse, 2020-2022, Project Leader, 

DATA, enabling us to better store, observe and understand what we measure. 2017-2018, 
Project Member-  

Using High Performance Computing Resources for the Record and Analysis of Cultural 
Heritage Sites, eSSENCE. 2015- 2017, Project Leader 

Digital Archaeology Laboratory: A Research Platform for the Development of New 
Research Methodologies for the Documentation and Analysis of Archaeological Sites, Birgit 
och Sven Håkan Ohlssons stiftelse. 2014-2016, Project Leader-  

ARKDIS, Archaeological Information in the Digital Society, Swedish Research Council of 
Sweden, (www.vr.se). 2013-2017, Project Member-  

Pompeii-a 3D Revival, project for the documentation and visualization of the insula V,1 in 
Pompeii. 2011-2015, Project Member- 



Short CV, Dr. Johan Bergström 

Academic appointments 
2019-07 Head of Department and Accountable Manager, Lund University School of Aviation 
2014- Senior Lecturer, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 
2014-2016 Director, Lund University Centre for Societal Resilience 
2013-2014 Assistant Professor, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 

2013-2015 Affiliated researcher, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS), Porto Alegre, 
Brazil 

2013 Visiting researcher, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia 
2008-2012 PhD Student, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 

Non-academic appointments 
2013- Owner and CEO at JB Safety Education and Consulting AB (part time) 
2010-2012 Freelance lecturer and course developer 
2008 Trainee, ÅF (part time) 
2005 Trainee at the fire rescue service, Strängnäs 

Higher education 
2016 Reader in Risk and Safety, Lund University 
2012 Doctor of Philosophy in Risk and Safety, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 
2007 Master of Science in Risk Management Engineering, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 
2007 Bachelor of Science in Fire Protection Engineering, Lund University, Lund, Sweden 

Course responsibilities 
The New View of Human Factors and Systems Safety; 7,5 ECTS 
The sociology of accidents, 7,5 ECTS 
Accountability and learning from accidents, 7,5 ECTS 
Methods in Safety Science, 15 ECTS 
MSc thesis in Human Factors and Systems Safety, 15 ECTS 

Research projects 

Riskanalys av konsekvenser av att tillgängliggöra luftrummet för drönare 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Transport Agency : SEK250,000.00 
2018/07/09 → 2018/12/31 
Award date: 2018/08/16 

Resiliens vid bearbetning av fem informationskällor (RE5) 
Bergström, J. 
Luftfartsverket (LFV): SEK350,000.00 
2017/11/01 → 2017/12/30 
Award date: 2017/11/01 
 



CenCIP - Centre for Critical Infrastructure Protection Research 
Tehler, H., Norrman, A., Hassel, H., Bergström, J. & Falkheimer, J. 
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB): SEK18,500,000.00 
2015/09/01 → 2020/09/01 
Award date: 2015/09/01 

Innovation för internationella katastrofinsatser. Utveckling av hållbara produkter, tjänster och processer. 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Government Agency for Innovation Systems (Vinnova): SEK40,000.00 
2015/01/01 → 2016/12/31 
Award date: 2015/01/01 

Perspective on capacity development - Center for Societal Resilience 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Armed Forces : SEK2,232,000.00 
2014/01/01 → 2016/12/31 
Award date: 2014/01/01 

Försvarsmakten - Överenskommelse avseende forskning vid CSR 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Armed Forces : SEK3,000,000.00 
2013/10/01 → 2016/06/30 
Award date: 2013/10/01 

Postdoktoralt stöd för Johan Bergström. Samhällelig Resiliens: en internationell diskursanalys 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB): SEK1,268,455.00 
2013/03/30 → 2015/03/30 
Award date: 2013/03/30 

Decision-making during obstetric emergencies 
Raoust, G., Hansson, S., Bergström, J. & Amer-Wåhlin, I. 

Riskanalys av konsekvenser av att tillgängliggöra luftrummet för drönare 
Bergström, J. 
Swedish Transport Agency  
2018/07/09 → 2018/12/31 

UAV@LUND: The future of drones: technologies, applications, risks and ethics 
Bergström, J., Dell'Unto, N., Eklundh, L., Johansson, R., Revstedt, J. & Lindemann, J. 
2018/04/01 → 2021/03/3 

Work and Organization in the Digital Age 
Schaefer, S., Andersson, M., Bjarnason, E., Hansson, K., Sikström, S., Rosengren, C., Bergström, J., Nilsson, C., 
Nilsson, L. & Aili, C. 
2016/09/15 → 2017/05/18 
 



        
       Malmö 15 April, 2021 

 

 

 

Sydsvensk Arkeologi AB (SA) has the intention to act as partner to the research collaboration project The 
Future of Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University. 

SA looks forward to engage actively in the project where possible, which aims at establishing an 
interdisciplinary platform for the development and application of autonomous drone systems for a variety 
of societal sectors. Within the platform, the aim is to bring together technology development (e.g. robotics, 
AI, image processing), research application (e.g. remote sensing and the study of cultural heritage), and 
applications in different societal sectors (e.g. forestry, agriculture, energy, construction, rescue operations) 
to make them inform each other in a collaborative learning environment. 

SA’s activities include using drones for documentation of archaeological remains for heritage management 
and research purposes and for public dissemination.  

SA will contribute to the different activities of the project (e.g. workshops, seminars, working groups) to 
the extent possible. Participation is on a voluntary basis and without promise of work input or economic 
exchange. 

 

Nils Johansson 

CEO Sydsvensk Arkeologi AB 

/Åsa Berggren 





SJÖFARTSVERKET 

Göteborg, 13 april 2021 

Samverkansprojektet the Future of Drones: Technologies, App/ications, Risks and Ethics 

LETTER OF INTENT 

Sjöfartsverket avser att gå in som referens i samverkansprojektet the Future of Drones: Technologies, 

Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University (UAV@LU), samt eventuellt forskningsprojekt 

sprunget ur ovan nämnda samverkansprojekt. 

Sjöfartsverket ser samverkan med Lunds universitet som strategiskt viktig och vi kan bidra till 

samverkan och forskning på olika sätt. Vi befinner oss nu i en gemensam process med forskare vid 

Trafikflyghögskolan där vi ansöker om forskningsmedel för att studera utformningen av framtida, mer 

autonoma, system för så kallad Sök och Räddning (SAR). Detta skulle bli ett samverkansprojekt i vilket 

LUs forskare leder en bakgrundsstudie, samt det arbetspaket som gäller utformning av prototyp och 

test i olika typer av miljöer. Sjöfartsverket har ursprungligen lyft problemformuleringen samt agerar 

som en nod i det nätverk av samverkansaktörer som projektet utgör. 

Kopplingen till LU ger oss också tillgång till testbädden Ljungbyhed vilken vi ser som en viktig del i att 

testa och utvärdera föreslagna system i ett kontrollerat luftrum. 

Sjöfartsverket kan också bidra med fallstudier till eventuella forskningsprojekt för framtagande och 

test av autonoma flygsystem; exempelvis inom området SAR. Vi deltar gärna i referensgrupper och 

motsvarande till projekt som berör dessa områden utifrån Sjöfartsverkets tid och möjlighet. 

Vänliga hälsningar, 

Mattias Hyllert 

Direktör, Sjö- och Flygräddning 

Sjöfartsverket 



Norrköping 2021 04 15 
 
LFV has the intention to continue to support the research collaboration the Future of Drones: 
Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University. 
 
As the largest Swedish provider of air traffic management-services, LFV has the knowledge for 
airspace management and future operational concepts (including UTM). LFV is already involved 
in various interdisciplinary projects, however a weak area for many of these are the lack of safety 
and risk assessment methodologies related to this disruptive technology. This area is of high 
relevance for the actors involved and an implicit requirement from society and the new regulatory 
frameworks.  
 
LFV is motivated to continue its collaboration with Lund University in the development of risk 
assessment methods comprising novel concepts and technology as manifested within 
autonomous systems.  
  
 
 
yours sincerely 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Billy Josefsson 
Manager Automation & Human Performance 
LFV Research & Innovation , System Development 
+46 7080 192331 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Johan Bergström



 

European Spallation Source ERIC 
Visiting address: ESS, Odarslövsvägen 113 

P.O. Box 176 
SE-221 00 Lund 

SWEDEN 
www.ess.eu 

  
 

Dr. Sigrid Kozielski 

Group leader for Radiation Protection 

Environment Safety and Health division 

 

 

 

Letter of Intent 

ESS has the intention to act as an external partner for the collaboration project 
UAS@LU and the proposed research project UAS@LU Autonomous flight at Lund 
University. 

ESS expresses an intention to engage actively in the project which aims to establish an 
interdisciplinary research platform for autonomous flight missions. 
 
ESS will contribute to the project with expertise and project activities, such as assisting 
with planning and performing flights outside or inside the ESS facility and with the 
evaluation of results. 
 
Lund, 13th April 2021 

	

 
 
------------------------------------------- 
Sigrid Kozielski 
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April 12, 2021 
 
 
Prof. Johan Revstedt 
Energy Sciences/Fluid Mechanics 
Lund University 
P.O. Box 118, 221 00 Lund, SWEDEN    
 
 
Dear Professor Revstedt, 
 

This letter is to confirm that Geoffrey Spedding intends to continue to act as partner to the research 
collaboration project The Future of Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University 
for the years 2021-2023.  

For a number of years we have been conducting experiments on the aerodynamic efficiency of wings at small-
scale.  The problem is complex, provoking numerous incorrect solutions in the literature, as properly-
controlled and accurate experiments and computations require great care and significant resources.  As we 
find way to model the flows with finite resources, we believe these advances should make their way into the 
design and construction of drone aircraft and their propellers.  We note also that at small scale, a number of 
overlaps exist with animal flight mechanisms and we continue to explore how these may be exploited for 
efficiency improvements.  In this respect, my principal contact at Lund University has been in the Ecology 
and Biology Department there, where Anders Hedenstrom heads up a very impressive flight group who run 
their own high quality wind tunnel in which suitable experiments can be conducted. 

In general, I plan to participate in the project as a discussion partner for any researchers in the project who 
find themselves concerned with drone flight aerodynamics and by participating in workshops and seminars 
to the extent possible. 
 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 

 
G. R. Spedding 
Professor 
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 
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Siena, April 8 2021 

 
Prof. Stefano Moscadelli 
Director of the Department of History and Cultural Heritage 
University of Siena (Italy) 
 
 
Prof. Stefano Campana 
Landscape Archaeology 
Department of History and Cultural Heritage 
University of Siena (Italy) 

 
 
 

To whom it may concern 
 

 

Mission statement: The Department of History and Cultural Heritage of The University of 
Siena (Italy) has the intention to continue to act as partner to the research collaboration project 
The Future of Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University. 

The Department of History and Cultural Heritage of the University of Siena (Italy) expresses an 
intention to engage continue its participation as partner to the research collaboration project The 
Future of Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University, which aims at 
establishing an interdisciplinary platform for the development and application of autonomous 
drone systems for a variety of societal sectors. Within this platform, the aim is to bring together 
technology development (e.g, robotics, AT, image processing), research application (e.g., remote 
sensing and the study of cultural heritage), and applications in different societal sectors (e.g., forestry, 
agriculture, energy, construction, rescue operations) to make them inform each other is a 
collaborative learning environment. 

The Department of History and Cultural Heritage of the University of Siena (Italy) is engaged 
as main activity in the understanding of the past. Regarding the Mediterranean area, within a broad 
diachronic perspective from prehistory to contemporary times. Moreover, the Department is 
considered among leading institutions for the development and application of innovative methods 
and technologies to archaeological research (GIS, Remote Sensing, 3D modeling). The 
Department is active in the development of drone applications in archaeology since 2007 and 
recently has been published on this subject key-papers on International Journal, book and 
encyclopedia, e.g: 

 CAMPANA S, 2017. Drones in Archaeology. State-of-the-Art and Perspectives. 
International Journal of Archaeological Prospection DOI: 10. 1002/arp. 1569 
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 CAMPANA S., 2020, Drone-Based Imaging in Archaeology. Current applications and future 
prospects, in D.R. Green, B.J. Gregory, A. Karachok (eds.), Unmanned Aerial Remote Sensing: 
UAS for Environmental Applications, CRS press Taylor & Francis, pp. 217-238. 

 CAMPANA S. 2016, Archaeology, Remote Sensing. In Gilbert A.S., (ed). Encyclopedia of 
Geoarchaeology. Springer Dordrecht, Heidelberg, New York, London: 703-724. 

The Department strongly considers drone application a key topic aimed to improve field work 
efficiency but also allowing the development of new strategies and opportunities in in the field 
of archaeological prospections opening new scenarios for the detection, understanding and 
monitoring of archaeological heritage. 

The Department of History and Cultural Heritage of the University of Siena (Italy) will 
contribute to the different activities of the project (e.g. workshops, seminars, working groups) 
to the extent possible.  

Participation is on a voluntary basis and without promise of work input or economic exchange. 
 

Cordiali saluti 

Prof. Stefano Moscadelli 
 

 

 

Prof. Stefano Campana 

 

 



Hej Lars! 
 
Marwan Alamrani has the intention to continue to participate and act as a partner to the 
research collaboration project The Future of Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and 
Ethics, at Lund University for the years 2021-2023.  
 
I am working as a research assistant in the department of plant-breeding at SLU/Alnarp. 
Before that I worked as a helicopter pilot in my home country in Iraq, now I am a drone pilot 
for agricultural purposes, so I am so interesting to be part of this network. We participated last 
year with testing different sensors and drones and compared them in the field it was an 
interesting experiment with Lund University-network of researchers  
  
yours sincerely 
 
Marwan Alamrani 
April 8, 2021 
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Letter of Interest 8 APRIL 2021 

The Department of Geosciences and Natural Resource Management at 

University of Copenhagen has the intention to continue to act as partner to 

the research collaboration project The Future of Drones: Technologies, 

Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University for the years 2021-2023.  

 

Our motivation includes sharing insights from the research frontiers of 

drone sensor development and application within biogeosciences. In 

addition, we share interest in field locations and field instrumentation with 

Lund University, and are very happy to collaborate within the Future of 

Drones network. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

Andreas Westergaard-Nielsen 

Assistant Professor 

 

 



 
 
Nordic Infracenter avser att även fortsättningsvis stödja samverkansprojektet the Future of 
Drones: Technologies, Applications, Risks and Ethics, at Lund University (UAV@LU). 
 
Syfte och mål för Nordic Infracenter är att vara en aktör i utveckling och stöttning av den 
nationella järnvägssektorn, med huvudinriktning på små och medelstora järnvägsrelaterade 
företag. Allt från ingenjörsföretag till utbildningsaktörer, entreprenadföretag, verkstäder, produkt 
och tjänsteleverantörer samt bemanningsföretag finns i vår målgrupp. 
 
Vi har goda relationer med flera av de största intresseorganisationerna inom järnvägsbranschen 
och har utvecklat samarbete med forskningsorganisationer, högskolor, fackliga organisationer 
och specialister inom många områden som rör järnvägsfrågor.  
 
En stor av vår tid ägnas åt dialog med politiker, företag, universitet och utbildningsaktörer samt åt 
att fånga upp problem och lösningar inom järnvägssektorn. UAV@LU ger oss en plattform där vi 
kan bidra med att introducera problemområden, inom järnvägssektorn, vilka kan lösas med hjälp 
av drönarsystem. Som exempel kan nämnas att vi redan använt forskare inom UAV@LU i ett 
projekt: Drönarteknik i Järnvägsbranschen (https://www.nordicinfracenter.se/2019/12/vad-kan-
dronarteknik-tillfora-jarnvagsbranschen/?_thumbnail_id=5985) där vi varit intresserade av att 
undersöka möjligheterna och effekterna av att använda drönarteknik som ett hjälpmedel, och 
belysa möjligheterna till att digitalisera, komplettera och effektivisera arbetsmoment inom 
järnvägsbranschen.  
Studenter vid Lunds universitet genomför nu ett examensarbete kring Trafikverkets 
innovationsprocesser och hur dessa processer kan stödja eller hindra ett förändrat arbetssätt där 
drönare skulle kunna var ett nytt arbetsverktyg inom järnvägen. De studerar även vilka effekter 
drönare skulle kunna få vid tex besiktningar av spårområden i form av minskat behov av 
avstängda spår, förbättrad arbetsmiljö och ekonomiska besparingar. 
 
Nordic Infracenter bedriver även projektet Framtidens Järnväg där syftet är att stärka samverkan 
mellan akademi och näringsliv. Detta görs i syfte att öka konkurrenskraften och tillväxten inom 
järnvägsbranschens företag. 
 
Nordic Infracenter ser samverkan med Lunds universitet som en mycket god möjlighet att även 
fortsättningsvis engagera oss i drönarteknologi som en pusselbit i den framtida digitaliseringen 
och effektiviseringen av det svenska järnvägssystemet.  
 
 
Vänligen 
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